Comparison of homogeneity indices for quantitative evaluation of dose homogeneity for IMRT treatments of head and neck cancers.
The purpose of this study was to evaluate different homogeneity indices for IMRT of head and neck cancers and to suggest the best representative homogeneity index for quantitative measure of dose homogeneity. In this study 3 different homogeneity indices were evaluated for 22 head and neck cancer patients receiving dynamic IMRT treatments on Clinac-DHX linear accelerator with 6 MV photon beam. IMRT planning was carried out with Helios software on Eclipse treatment planning system. H index, HI index and S index proposed by Yoon (2007) were calculated for these patients. The H-index, HI index and S index values varied between 1.024 to 1.112, 4.03 to 16.9 and 0.94 to 3.43 respectively. H index values for patient 5 and 10 are identical (H index-1.06) though different in DVH distributions but the S index values for these patients are different (1.36 and 2.01). Similarly the HI index for the patient 11 and 16 are identical in spite of different DVH distributions but S index values are different for patient 11 and 16. Since the S index represents the whole DVH curve unlike the conventional indices which depends on dose at a point, it is the better method to quantify the dose homogeneity. These results indicate that H and HI indices do not provide the accurate dose homogeneity information, but the S indices uniquely provide quantitative information about the dose homogeneity.